PUTTING THE "BITE" BACK INTO YOUR PRINTS!
At Bulldog Banner and Sign Company, we are committed to making your ideas and image come to life. That's what sets you apart from your competition. Bulldog Banner and Sign Co, LLC can help you make a lasting impression with our vast array of products and services that are unmatched in the industry. From the sole proprietor, to the fortune 500 companies, we will be there every step of the way to guide your next sign project to the success you deserve.

From carpet to ceiling tile, banners to billboards, backlit signage to wallscapes, we are your one stop shop for all of your printing needs. Each project will be custom tailored to meet your objective, ensuring 100% satisfaction guaranteed!!

Bulldog Banner and Sign Company has also taken the initiative to “GO GREEN” with The addition of Solar Smart Lighting Technologies to our product arsenal, the possibilities remain endless.

Our professional staff is committed to taking your ideas to the next level. Together, we will achieve your desired goals and accomplish success unmatched by any other in the industry.

Let Us Put the Bite Back in Your Prints!
RIGID DIGITAL PRINTING.
Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. has the capability to print directly onto any rigid material up to 3" thick in one piece up to 8’ x 8’. Not only will your prints have magnificent color and quality, but they will also come to life by cutting them into any conceivable shape. We can print directly on a long list of materials including PVC, cardboard, wood, mirrors, ceiling tiles and brick. Even more astounding is the fact that we can also print WHITE INK!

FLEXIBLE DIGITAL PRINTING.
Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. has the capability to print on any flexible material imaginable, with the ability to print seamless up to 16 feet wide. Not only will your prints explode with color and come to life, but since we use both solvent and ultraviolet inks, they will also last up to three (3) years. You can even add more pop to your color and extra abrasion protection which translates into longer life by having items up to 126” wide clear-coated.

SPECIALTY DIGITAL PRINTING.
Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. has the capability to print directly onto virtually any material. This section of the brochure is certainly not all-inclusive, but is here instead just to get your imagination working!

DIMENSIONAL SIGNS.
The most elegant way to add style and grace to your brand is through dimensional signage. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. has the capability to produce top quality dimensional letters and layered signs with your professional image in mind. We bring life to dimensional letters and logos by working with a variety of materials such as foam board, acrylic, wood, PVC, aluminum, laminated surfaces and so much more.

POINT OF PURCHASE.
Whether you are entering a business, standing at the cash register, browsing a clothing rack or seated at a restaurant table, Point of Purchase displays consistently lure consumers to make impulse buys. In order for the signs to be effective, they must be attractive and well-made. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. has consistently provided our clients with award-winning creative designs. Our highly experienced mechanical engineering team stays ahead of the industry with continual prototype and custom electronic development and state-of-the-art manufacturing.
Corrugated Plastic
Corrugated plastic is a lightweight, cost effective, extremely versatile substrate ideally suited for a wide variety of indoor and outdoor uses. It’s strength comes from flutes that causes a slight detection of lines when looking at the material. Its surface is not affected by most oils, solvents or water, and cleans easily. It is available in thicknesses from 4mm to 10mm.

Styrene
Polystyrene is a lightweight plastic product used primarily for indoor or temporary outdoor signage. This durable material is ideal for the customer seeking cost effective signage. Polystyrene is very similar to PVC and corrugated plastic. Polystyrene’s flexibility makes it ideal for curved surfaces. The most commonly used thicknesses for polystyrene is generally .020, .030 and .060 gauges (approximately 1/64”, 1/32”, and 1/16”). Thinner gauges are translucent and therefore are not recommended for double-sided signage.
Foam Board (Ultra)  
Is well suited to trade show applications and many other indoor uses. Ultra board is lightweight yet sturdy and is made by adhering two sheets of polystyrene to both sides of a foam core allowing it to be easily cut and customized. It is very rigid, weight bearing, flat, and available in white or black and in thicknesses from 3/16” to 1”. Ultra Board is much more dent resistant and specifically, more rigid, than standard paper faced foam core.

Acrylic  
Acrylic is an extremely versatile plastic substrate with a glossy finish available in many colors. It is the perfect product for achieving a sophisticated, high-tech look. Its versatility allows you to design boxes, holders for brochures or a sign and easel all in one. Thicknesses range from 1/8” to 3/4”.
Card Stock & Corrugated Cardboard
Card stock and cardboard are paper products great for making point of purchase displays, boxes, and posters for indoor use. Card Stock is white and comes in thicknesses .024 and .050. Cardboard has flutes that are referred to as B, C, and E flute. Cardboard is brown with white on one side.

Wood and Composite Materials
There are occasions when wood or any one of several other composite materials is the appropriate substrate to use for your outdoor signage needs. There are a number of different materials that can fill these requirements. Medium Density Overlay Plywood (MDO), Alumalite(R), Omega(R) board, DiBond(R) to name a few. All are durable and versatile, materials designed for a wide variety of outdoor uses including Site Signs, Directional Signs, and Identification Signs.
PVC
Expanded PVC is also known as Foam PVC. It projects a high-quality and professional image for your business or event. Medium-weight and durable, expanded PVC (polyvinyl chloride) is easily installed and transported. Its matte finish hides fingerprints and is easily cut into shapes, allowing for custom applications. It is available in thickness from 1MM to 13MM.

Aluminum
Aluminum is a lightweight metal product designed primarily for either short or long-term outdoor use. Durable, with a baked enamel finish, aluminum is weather and rust resistant. Although aluminum is lightweight, it is one of the most rugged and sturdy sign materials available. The stocked thicknesses are commonly .040 gauge, but is also available in .063 and .080 gauges. The standard thickness used for safety and ID signage is .080.
Mesh
Mesh is a special banner material that is filled with holes to reduce wind resistance. Mesh is used mainly for extremely large banners to also help reduce the weight. This material normally weighs 8 oz. and has a 50/50 hole to printed area ratio.

Banners
Banners are normally made out of a 12 oz. material that can be used outdoor on gloss or indoors using matte. Materials can range from short term items like 8 mil poly up to a heavy 18 oz. material for heavy wind conditions.

Backlit Prints
Backlit prints are made from a 20 oz. material designed to take the rigors of permanent outdoor signage that is lit from behind. Lighter versions and various materials are available to create lit menu boards and displays similar to those seen in airports.
Your One-Stop Source for All Signage & Graphic Display Needs!

Pressure Sensitive Vinyl
Pressure Sensitive Vinyl is used when you are required to stick your graphics to a surface. The list of this type of material can be quite extensive. Adhesive vinyl is used for vehicles, floors, windows, walls, signs, menus and so much more. They can also be laminated with a clear film to create various luster and textures.

Double Sided
Double Sided material contains a special black opaque material sandwiched in between two printable surfaces. This opaque layer prevents an image printed on one side from being seen through on the other side (ghosting). Two main materials are an 18 oz. material for outdoor use on poles and over street banners, plus the 13 oz. version is smooth with no scrim and is great for indoor use.

Magnets
Magnets can be printed directly on in full color and also cut into any shape.

Magnets are being used for signage on vehicles down to small advertisements on refrigerators.
Carpet
Spectacular images are obtained by printing on cut or loop 10 oz. carpet base that can bring your products to life. These prints are designed to take the wear and tear of everyday life and still look exceptional for up to 3 months in a heavy traffic area. We can also convert the carpets to mats with a 50mil rubber backing and reinforced borders.

Ceiling Tile
Most common ceiling tiles are printed in full color near photo quality to create a logo brand ceiling tile or entire ceiling murals. There are no limitations that we have come across when creating these magnificent displays.
Wallpaper
Commercial grade 20# cotton wallpaper is available in many textures to further broaden the design capabilities of every designer. Fully customized walls are easily created in full color at a price everyone can afford. Add custom printed curtains from our fabric line to give your room a look unseen anywhere else in the world!

Canvas
Have your art reproduced in gigantic form on the finest canvas in the world and mounted by the experts at Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. This is the greatest final touch you can add to any room to give it the WOW factor you have always been looking for!

Light Lens
Use your artistic skills and even the light lenses in your ceiling can be branded or mix the artwork with the ceiling tiles to create a complete masterpiece. Your ceiling will be transformed into a work of art.
Acrylic
Premium solid plastic material with superb optical clarity and available in many standard colors with thicknesses of 1/8", 3/16", and 1/4". Specialty versions available with non-glare, black, white, and mirror. Great for backlit signs when printed, dimensional letters, and layered signs.

PVC
A rigid plastic material with a matte finish that can be printed, laminated, or stocked in standard colors. Comes in thicknesses of 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", and 3/4". PVC material can be sawed, drilled, bent and fabricated using ordinary (plastic) tools and fasteners. PVC is great for dimensional letters, layered signs, and printed signs.
Foam Boards
This material has a polystyrene skin on both sides with an expanded polystyrene core. Interior uses include signage, POP displays, and trade show booths. Exterior use should be considered short term.

Metal Mica
An anodized metal material up to .040 inches to achieve Chrome, Mirror, Gold Mirror, Brushed Chrome, Brushed Gold, and most standard colors. This material can be cut for individual letters or laminated to any of the other material to produce a layered effect.

Laminates
Utilizing Avery A9 adhesive back vinyl you can achieve virtually any design imaginable on most of the rigid materials available. Specialty designs like gold leaf, carbon fiber, shade shifter, pearlyscent, are all obtainable. As a low cost alternative to painting, you can also find most standard colors in stock.
Stand-Up Displays
Stand-Up Displays are a great way to attract attention. These items are printed and contour cut on a variety of materials like cardboard, foam board, and corrugated plastics. They can be virtually any size with any design imaginable.

Counter Displays
Counter Displays are similar to stand-up displays only smaller. These items are normally created out of items like .024 and .050 card stocks and are not only printed, and cut into any shape, they are also creased to make them more functional.
CoroStands
CoroStands were designed by Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. for those that want a much sturdier easel for their Stand-Up displays. The CoroStand is made out of corrugated plastic and has two cross braces for stability with the bottom brace used to hold weight to help prevent your display from falling over.

Ceiling Danglers
Ceiling Danglers are printed on any flexible or rigid material and hung from ceilings to create eye catching displays. These items can be plain banners or highly decorated rigid prints that may even be contour cut into any shape. Using our wide variety of hardware, ceiling danglers can be hung almost anywhere.

Boxes
Boxes are digitally printed in full color and can be created from a stock of 660 different in-house templates or design your own. Boxes can be made out of various materials like .024 and .050 cardstocks or B, C, and E Flute cardboard.

Wall Posters
Wall Posters are very versatile and easy to install. They are printed and cut to any size on various materials like 80# poster paper, .024 cardstock, or even on 1/2” foam boards. Another unique material is the Adhesive Wall Graphic. This material sticks to any surface and comes back off any time without damaging any surface or leaving residue.
Floor Graphics
Floor Graphics are the most missed advertising locations in retail stores. Using our wide variety of materials, graphics can be installed on any floor inside and out. We can even print your floor message directly to carpet and mats. Do not miss the opportunity to put your message on the sidewalk, entry way, and aisles of your business.

Clings
Clings are great for window displays. From small stickers to large window displays these are a great way to display your message. With our ability to print white ink, these items can be reverse printed and installed on the inside of windows to prevent damage from weather or vandals.
**TEXTILE DIGITAL PRINTING**

Make your print stand out and WOW the crowd! Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. is creating the most colorful prints on the most exotic materials available at sizes larger than life. VirtuPrints are being used for table covers, flags, stages, banners and many other forms of exhibition graphics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fabric Type</th>
<th>Max Seamless Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Flammability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VirtuMesh™</td>
<td>98”</td>
<td>8 oz/sq. yd.</td>
<td>Passes NFPA 701 Part 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtuDuck™</td>
<td>98”</td>
<td>7 oz/sq. yd.</td>
<td>Passes NFPA 701 Part 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtuSheer™</td>
<td>98”</td>
<td>2.25 oz/sq. yd.</td>
<td>Passes NFPA 701 Part 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtuPoplin™</td>
<td>98”</td>
<td>4.19 oz/sq. yd.</td>
<td>Passes NFPA 701 Part 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtuPolyfab™</td>
<td>98” (Roll Length: 100 yards)</td>
<td>1.5 oz/sq. yd.</td>
<td>Passes NFPA 701 Part 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. warrants to you, the Customer/Purchaser of a digitally printed image that it is suitable for outdoor applications. The digital image is free of defects in material and workmanship. As received from Bulldog Banner & Sign Co., the printed image is designed for exposure to normal elements. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. further warrants the digital image will not become ineffective for its intended purpose due to fading as observed at street-level viewing distance for a period of three (3) years without a clear coat and five (5) years with a clear coat from the date of shipment by Bulldog Banner & Sign Co..

Pre-Press Proofing
Color or quality of print is not guaranteed without sign-off on a hardcopy proof on the actual material being used for the final product. Electronic proofing is available to speed production time; however, this only guarantees layout.

Prorating
Prorating a digitally printed image is based upon the original purchase invoice. The Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. ship date of the completed digital image will become the reference basis for determining the prorating formula, which is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No Clear Coat</th>
<th>Clear Coat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%*</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>60%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>40%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. assumes this cost from the original invoice including shipping.

General Terms and Conditions
This warranty shall be suspended in the event of an act, omission or circumstance occasioned by any cause whatsoever not within the control of Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. which could not, by reasonable diligence, have been avoided and shall include, but not be limited to, acts of God, strikes, lockouts or other industrial disturbances, war, blockades, fires, explosions, breakage or accidents to machinery or equipment, political unrest, riots, insurrections, actions or decrees of governmental bodies, earthquakes, typhoons, hurricanes, floods or other natural disaster, and/or other matters not the fault of the affected party. Upon receipt of such notice, all Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. obligations and warranties shall be immediately suspended.

Upon receipt of each shipment of digitally printed images, the Customer/Purchaser can disapprove the item only by written notice to Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. within five (5) days after delivery and only with respect to obvious defects and substantial variations from the Customer/Purchaser’s approved color match and subsequently approved Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. pre-production proof. If the Customer/Purchaser disapproves any print, Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. can either replace the defective material at no additional charge without inspection or inspect the allegedly defective material. If upon inspection Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. determines that the digital print contains obvious defects or substantial variations from the Customer/Purchaser’s approved color match and subsequently approved Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. pre-production proof, then Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. will replace the defective or non-conforming print at no additional cost. If Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. determines that the materials are not defective, replacement will be solely at the Customer/Purchaser’s cost and expense.
In the event of a face failure, which is excessive fading, Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. will provide a replacement print from the previously approved digital image file, plus reasonable shipping expense from Bulldog Banner & Sign Co.'s imaging facility to the point of destination based upon the prorating formulas previously presented. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. shall have no liability for any direct or consequential expenses or losses. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. is not responsible for the expenses associated with the removal of the failed face, preparation of the site to accept new material, and/or the installation of the replacement image.

The Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. Warranty is voided under the following conditions:

1. Folding and/or creasing Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. digital prints.
2. Block-out painting or hand painting over the original digital image for any reason.
3. Additional coatings or chemicals applied to the original imaged surface.
4. Improper storage or exposure to extreme weather conditions (temperatures in excess of 100 degrees Fahrenheit) while not in its intended display location.
5. Display of the face at angles other than 90 degrees to the ground.
6. Unrolling, positioning and installing the material by installation personnel who place the image on the display location using sharp or abrasive structural elements or tools.
7. Wind damage.
8. Two digital print surfaces left in contact with each other. When handling the face, keep it spread out flat or rolled smoothly in its shipping tube.
10. Non-adherence with all material manufacture requirements.
11. Failure to photo-document the damage or failed Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. digital print for review by Bulldog Banner & Sign Co.'s Research & Development Department.
12. Failure to wash the printed image to remove accumulated dust and dirt every six (6) months. Clean using a mild soap solution applied with a soft cloth or sponge. Use of harsh detergents, solvents and/or abrasive cleaning compounds and/or tools will degrade the quality of the image. Damage to Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. outdoor face(s) caused by water run off, dirt, rust, bird droppings or any other air-borne particles are not covered by this limited warranty.

Claims
Claims for the breach of the foregoing warranty can be asserted by the Customer/Purchaser only and not by any foreseeable or unforeseeable users of the Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. digital image or any other third party. No other covenants, representations or warranties to the Customer/Purchaser or its Advertiser or Vendees as to the quality or durability of the digital print is expressed or implied and all such warranties are specifically excluded including any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. There are no warranties that extend beyond the description above. Bulldog Banner & Sign Co.'s liability, if any, for damages relating to any allegedly defective material under any legal or equitable theory, will be limited to the replacement thereof. Bulldog Banners will not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages of any kind resulting from the use, sale or distribution of the digital prints, whether under any theory of warranty or product liability (even if Bulldog Banner & Sign Co. is notified of the possibilities of such damage).
**Flexible**
- Banners
- Vehicle Wraps
- Backlit
- Wallpaper
- Window Graphics
- Textiles
- Stickers
- Double-Sided Banners
- Magnets

**Rigid**
- Coroplast
- Styrene
- Foam Board (Ultra)
- Acrylic
- Card Stock
- Composites
- PVC
- Wood
- Aluminum

**Specialty Items**
- Cut Letters
- Stand-Ups
- Boxes
- Product Displays
- Carpet
- Ceiling Tile
- Doors
- Glass
- Layered Signs

We have the technology to print to and/or cut almost any conceivable surface . . . printing to virtually all rigid or flexible materials as well as digitally cut it to any shape imaginable!